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Abstract - The long term stability of betatron
motion In the presence of random and systematic
multlpoles in the dlpoles and random multlpoles
in the quadrupoles Is reported for the collision
lattice used for the SSC CDR (Conceptual Design
Report). Long tracking runs of 2QK and 28K. show
no Instability.

INTRODUCTION

Informal reports on tracking by Collins at the
1988 Snowmass Summer Study Indicated that high
order systematic multlpoles In the tevatron dl-
poles can lead to large amplitude motion after
long periods of time. A simple model consisting
of a transfer matrix plus multlpole kicks was
used. Although the particle motion seemed stable
and well behaved for thousands of turns, the
presence of high order multipoles (bn with ns20)
sometimes produced unstable motion after tens of
thousands of turns. This behavior Is consistent
with effects seen In the Tevatron — it was
suggested that similar studies should be made for
the SSC.

PROCEDURE

Two long term runs have been made using the
SSC collision lattice described In the CDR . The
first run Is an extension of a study made for the
1986 Snoumass Summer Study for which complete
emittance transfer between the x and y planes was
observed. The betatron amplitude Is near the
dynamic aperture — xo = 3.6 mm, yo = 2. 1 mm, and
AP/P=O. The second study Is more realistic for
the collision optics; the betatron amplitude Is
xo = 0.25 mm, yo = 0. 14 mm and AP/P = -0.IX.

Particle tracking Is performed with PATRICIA3.
The coordinates of the closed orbit for tracking
and subsequent analysis are determined Internally
by tracking a small amplitude particle for 400
turns. The averages of x, x'.y, and y' are com-
puted for each of the last ten turns, and the
average of the maximum and ninlmum of these ten
averages Is used to represent the closed orbit.

The coordinates x. x', y, and y' of the parti-
cle are stored In memory and are then processed
at the end of the run. The betatron amplitudes.
Ax, Ax', Ay. and Ay', relative to the closed
orbit, are determined for each turn, and the
corresponding emlttance
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Cl » (iZ + (dz'Az + Sl'Az') )/ 3z

is evaluated for z » x and y. The maximua of Vti
during a run is used to monitor the growth of the
motion. At the end of a run, the final coordin-
ates x. x', y, and y' are written to an external
binary file. The run can be continued by using
these coordinates as the initial coordinates for
the next run.

•Work performed under the auspices of
the U.S. Department of Energy.

FIRST STUDY

Long tern runs have been made using the SSC
collision lattice described In the CDR. Previous
studies on this lattice showed complete transfer
of enittance back and forth between the horizon-
tal and vertical planes during a tracking run of
5.000 turns. This motion Is near the dynamic
aperture; the initial conditions were purposely
selected to make the test more sensitive to
instabilities.

Random multipoles (oan.o-bn) are present in all
dlpoles and quadrupoles of the lattice; n =2 to 5
for quadrupoles, and n =2 to 10 for dlpoles. The
random multlpoles In the insertion triplets are
assumed to be 90X corrected — as was assumed for
the CDR. The allowed systematic multlpoles, b2n
with Isns5, are "tolerance" values at Injection
from the CDR — they are multlpoles that produce
a tu;ie shift SwsO.OOS when A =5 mm and AP/PsO. IX.
The multlpoles are listed ln^Table 1.

The dlpoles used to bring the beams into col-
lision are of the FNAL type, and appropriate
multlpoles are used. Since these dlpoles are
rotated by 90° to provide vertical deflection,
the multlpoles have to be reassigned. The rule
used Is that normal magnets never have poles In
the bending plane, and skew magnets always have
poles In that plane. The result of rotating by
±90 a dlpole having a downward directed field Is
shown In Table 2; the pattern repeats with n,
modulo 4.

The signs In Table 2 have been Ignored when
generating random multlpoles; they have been ob-
served for systematic aultipoles, Sign changes
of systematic multlpoles for up and down bends
are automatically adjusted, since the sign of the
bending radius changes.

With the tune set at i»x=78.276. uy=78.273, a
series of seven runs, each containing 4000 turns,
has been made using the restart option mentioned
previously. The dependence of lAey/eyU)) on
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Table 1 Magnet multlpoles (10~4 at 1 cm) used In
the first study. Dlpole multlpoles refer to Bo =
6.6 T; quadrupole multlpoles refer to the field
at 1 cm ( 2.12 T). Multlpoles of tho IR triplets
are 0. 1 X multlpoles of arc quads.
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Table 2 Multlpoles resulting froa rotation of bn
and an by ±90°. (Positive rotation Is counter-
clockwise).

/(cx/cx<o>) during the first 4000 turns (smear
plot) Is shown In Figure 1. The dotted hori-
zontal and vertical lines at lAez/czCa)) » 1. for
z =• x and y, Indicate the Initial ealttance In
each plane. The maximum value of i/lci/cnoi)
during each run Is used to monitor the growth of
the betatron motion. Av'tcz/Czlol) denotes the
change in /(ez/ezio>) compared to its maximum
value during the first 400 turns of the study.
This difference Is plotted on Figure 3(a) for
each of the 4000 turn runs. There Is no Indica-
tion of growth during the sarles of runs.

SECOND STUDY

K second study has been made using the limits
for the collision lattice — A =0.25 cm and
4P/P=-0. IX. More recent multlpole^lnformatlonSls
Included with n = 2 to 9 In all quadrupoles. The
IR triplets are assumed to have crtn' = cran' = 0.05
(units of 10 at 1 cm) for n=2 to 5 and no coi—
rection for multlpoles with n>5. In all elements
<rai=<ri.'i=0. Tl*"» random 02 In the dlpoles has been
reduced by a factor of five to the value current-
ly used by the CDG . All vertical bending magnets
used to bring the beams Into collision have
7.5 cm coll i.d.'s. The multlpoles of these dl-
poles are scaled from the 4 cm dlpoles using the
relation bn(7.5)=bn(4)*(4^.5) and the as-
signments of Table 2. The multipoles are listed
in Table 3.

As before, a series of 4000 turn runs was
made. The "smear" plot from the first 4000 turn
run Is shown In Figure 2. As before, the maximum
of v'(cz/cz(3)) Is used to detect any change rela-
tive to its maximum value during the first 400
turns of the study. Atv'Ccz/czU)) Is determined
and Is plotted on Figure 3(b). Again there Is no

Indication of growth throughout the particle his-
tory -of 20K turns.

RESULTS

The present studies are made to test the sug-
gestion that high order systematic multlpclen may
cause instabilities after a large number of turns
(information on realistic multlpoles wasn't
available — only "tolerance" values for low and
intermediate order multlpoles are listed)'. The
Initial conditions used for the first study cor-
respond to betatron amplitudes near the dynamic
aperture — this Is an extreme case for the col-
lision optics. The study Is a first attempt of
locating possible instabilities and Is intended
to be exploratory. The second study uses a beta-
tron amplitude and a displaced closed orbit con-
sistent with collision optics. Again there Is no
Indication of instability In either of the runs,
but the condition of having systematic multlpoles
of very high order, as suggested by Collins, has
not been satisfied. Hence the question of possi-
ble instability Induced over a "long" period of
time by high order systematic multipoles is not
resolved.
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Table 3 Magnet multlpoles (10~* at 1 cm) used In
the second study. Dlpole multlpoles refer to Bo
» 6.6 T; quadrupole aultlpoles refer to the field
at 1 cm ( 2.12 T). Multlpoles of IR the triplets
are set to 0.05 primed units for n • 2 to 5.
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Figure 1. Smear plot (Acy/eyioi) vs i/tEi/extoi))
during the f irst study with randoa and systematic
multlpoles.

Figure 2. Smear plot {v'Ccy/cytoi) vs V(ex/exio)))
during the second study with random and systematic
multlpoles.
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Figure 3. Test for ealttance growth: AV(E/CO)
= (/(ci/cz(ol))«i - (/(EI/GZ(O)))O with z = x or
y. (V(cz/cz(o>))aax Is the maxiaua value during
each of the 4000 turn runs, and Wicz/cxio)) )o Is
the maximum value observed during the first 400
turns of the study.
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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government Neither the United Stales Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
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manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
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